Save the Date

You are invited to a multidimensional experience

Denise Laberge of Telos Worldwide Foundation is coming back, experience the message from Mother Earth, from the elementals, from The Masters. Reconnect with your divinity, be One, be a creator, transform yourself.
Date: June 23-24-25 /2017
Where: Moling’s Farm 1834 Hoffmaster Rd Knoxville, MD 21758
For more information email jairoclara@aol.com
Or call Jairo Arciniegas & Clara Torres 703 6380920
Three-day registration $ 150.00
One Day Registration $ 50.00
INTRODUCTION

Presently Mother Earth is uplifting her energies to bring her children in an era of peace, joy and harmony. These energies are pushing us towards our reconnection with life.

This reconnection process is impacting our daily life’s and the life as we know it on the planet.

Change is in the air! This cannot be denied when we look around us.

We are invited to bless all of these changes because these changes are part of the building of a new world.

Can we harmonize ourselves with these changes?

The answer is a BIG YES when you know and understand the reasons behind them. Know that we have prepared ourselves for this time since many lifetimes.

We just need to trust the life force inside ourselves.

To trust requires one simple step; believe in that life force inside us.

That life force alive inside us has created the universe.

With this power, there is no limit.

This is the biggest challenge facing each one of us. Accept this reality.

Accept that with this force we are powerful beyond our wildest dreams.

We are all invited to cross that threshold of our belief system that is obsolete.

During these 3 days, we will talk about how we can redirect our perception of our life towards a constructive vision that will empower the creator that we are.

The following agenda will be subject to changes at any time. We will be divinely guided by our brothers and sisters of Telos, the assembly of the ascended Masters, Mother Earth and all our brothers and sisters of the multi-dimensions...to help each one of us to cross the bridge between the world of separation and the world of connection and unity.
AGENDA

Day no 1

Day no 1 – 10:00 AM  Presentation
• Who is Denise, Telos Worldwide Foundation
• Who is Aurelia, Telos, Adama, Lemuria, etc
• What is special about Lemuria
• Questions
• Channeling Adama, etc.

Lunch 12:30 PM

Day no 1 – 2:00 PM Changing the perception about ourselves

• You are important
  • You are on planet Earth for YOURSELF nobody else
  • You are not here to save the planet nor anybody else
  • Exercise:
    o How would you change if you were placing yourself first?
    o How do you know if you are placing somebody else first?
      ▪ Your feelings are talking to you – your feelings are the Universe talking through you and to you! Are you listening?

• All experiences are only different types of frequencies.
  o Frequencies are not good, frequencies are not bad, they are simply frequencies.
  o Source loves all frequencies, Source does not judge, Source experiments.
  o Source experiments throughout its creation and Humanity is a piece of creation.
  o Exercise – how would you perceive yourself if you were thinking like Source towards yourself?
  o What would be the impact if you were considering that you are only experimenting frequencies without judging yourself?

• Channeling from the Ascended Masters etc.
• Questions
• Sharing
Day no 2

Day no 2 – 10:00 AM    Changing our perception about life

• We are floating in a universe of energy-frequencies
  o Until now, we were not aware of our connection with universe
  o This is changing – new energies are coming to earth to assist our reconnection with life
  o Life is energy and the universe is listening to our frequency, our energy
• We are now learning to play with energies – to create is to play at the energy level.
• There is only ONE consciousness in all of creation
• In quantum field – The Universe - all possibilities *already* exist
  o All that you can imagine is possible otherwise you would not imagine it! If you imagine it, it means universe has already prepared the manifestation of this energy.
  o In the universe - Everything is aware of everything – and this includes all human beings even if we are not aware about it
  o The universe is filled with consciousness – it is not empty, it is pure love, pure intelligence.

• Love-life-universe / To me it is all the same with different wording
• Channeling

Lunch 12:30 PM

Day no 2 – 2:00 PM

• We are powerful creators that have simply forgotten for a while
• This is changing
• Love-life-universe all the same with different wording

• This universe is filled with consciousness – it is not empty, it is pure intelligence & love. It knows all about each human being, each animal, each planet etc. It takes care of all.

• If you can *imagine* a project and *feel* it then you can manifest that project in association with Universe

• Feelings are magnetic – they attract from the universe all that is required for the manifestation of your project.

• Joy and Trust are magical frequencies. Asking with a joyful and trusting heart open all the doors of the universe.
• Exercise – create your mantra to feel the energy of the power of life in your world

• Law of attraction
  joy attracts joyful events, joyful situations, and joyful relationships
  sadness attracts sad events, sad situations and sad relationships
  joy, sadness are frequencies
  which frequency do you carry?

• We are the sole responsible person of all situations, events, relationships of our life.
• For some people, this is difficult to accept. Law of attraction is a universal law.
• In this special lifetime – we are bringing into balances all situations, relationships that require to be balanced. In this lifetime, we are buying our freedom from the 3D world.

• To change our life, we need to change our thought patterns and the frequency of our feeling world towards higher frequencies (love, peace, respect, sharing, harmony etc.). This is a challenge that we can all take.

• This challenge requires commitment towards oneself to learn to live your life in association with the power of life inside you and around you!

• To meditate: With the power of life, everything is possible, there is NO LIMIT.

Day No 3

Day No 3  - 10:00 AM Day of Integration

• Sharing
• Questions
• Channeling

  Lunch 12:30 PM

Day No 3 – 2:00 PM

• Channeling
• Meditation
• Ascension Ceremony